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Abstrat

Relational reinforement learning (RRL) is

a Q-learning tehnique whih uses �rst or-

der regression tehniques to generalize the Q-

funtion. Both the relational setting and the

Q-learning ontext introdue a number of dif-

�ulties whih must be dealt with. In this

paper we investigate a few di�erent meth-

ods that do inremental relational instane

based regression and an be used for RRL.

This leads us to di�erent approahes whih

limit both memory onsumption and pro-

essing times. We implemented a number of

these approahes and experimentally evalu-

ated and ompared them to eah other and an

existing RRL algorithm. These experiments

show relational instane based regression to

work well and to add robustness to RRL.

1. Introdution

Q-learning (Watkins, 1989) is a model free approah

to takle reinforement learning problems whih alu-

lates a Quality- or Q-funtion to represent the learned

poliy. The Q-funtion takes a state-ation pair as

input and outputs a real number whih indiates the

quality of that ation in that state. The optimal ation

in a given state is the ation with the highest Q-value.

The appliation possibilities of Q-learning is limited by

the number of di�erent state-ation pairs that an o-

ur. The number of these pairs grows exponentially in

the number of attributes of the world and the possible

ations and thus in the number of objets that exist

in the world. This problem is usually solved by in-

tegrating some form of indutive regression tehnique

into the Q-learning algorithm, whih is able to gener-

alize over state-ation pairs. This generalized funtion

is then able to make preditions about the Q-value of

state-ation pairs whih it has never enountered.

One possible indutive algorithm that an be used for

Q-learning is instane based regression. Instane based

regression or nearest neighbor regression generalizes

over seen examples by storing all or some of the seen

examples and uses a similarity measure or distane

between examples to make preditions about unseen

examples. Instane based regression for Q-learning has

been used by (Smart & Kaelbling, 2000) and (Forbes

& Andre, 2002) with promising results.

Relational reinforement learning (D�zeroski et al.,

1998; Driessens et al., 2001) is a Q-learning approah

whih inorporates a �rst order regression learner to

generalize the Q-funtion. This makes Q-learning feas-

ible in strutured domains by enabling the use of ob-

jets, properties of objets and relations among ob-

jets in the desription of the Q-funtion. Strutural

domains typially ome with a very large state spae,

making it infeasible for regular Q-learning approahes

to be used in them. Relational reinforement learning

(RRL) an handle relatively omplex problems suh

as planning problems in a bloks world and learning

to play omputer games suh as Digger and Tetris.

However, we would like to inlude the robustness of

instane based generalizations into RRL.

To apply instane based regression in the relational

reinforement learning ontext, a few problems have

to be overome. One of the most important problems

deals with the number of examples that an be stored

and used to make preditions. In the relational setting

both the amount of memory to store examples and the

omputation time for the similarity measure between

examples will be relatively large, so the amount of ex-

amples stored should be kept relatively small.

The rest of the paper is strutured as follows. In Se-

tion 2 we give a small overview about related work

on instane based regression and its use in Q-learning.

Setion 3 desribes the relational Q-learning setting in

whih we will be using instane based regression. The

onsidered approahes are then explained and tested in

Setion 4 and 5 respetively where we show that rela-

tional instane based regression works well as a gener-

alization engine for RRL and that it leads to smoother

learning urves as ompared with the original deision

tree approah to RRL. We onlude in Setion 6.
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2. Instane Based Regression

In this setion we will disuss previous work on in-

stane based regression and relate it to our setting.

Aha et al. introdued the onept of instane based

learning for lassi�ation (Aha et al., 1991) through

the use of stored examples and nearest neighbor teh-

niques. They suggested two tehniques to �lter out

unwanted examples to both limit the number of ex-

amples that are stored in memory and improve the

behavior of instane based learning when onfronted

with noisy data. To limit the inow of new examples

into the database, the IB2 system only stores examples

that are lassi�ed wrong by the examples in memory

so far. To be able to deal with noise, the IB3 system

removes examples from the database who's lassi�a-

tion reord (i.e. the ratio of orret and inorret las-

si�ation attempts) is signi�antly worse than that of

other examples in the database. Although these �lter-

ing tehniques are simple and e�etive for lassi�a-

tion, they do not translate easily to regression.

The idea of instane based predition of real-valued at-

tributes was introdued by Kibler et.al. (Kibler et al.,

1989). They desribe an approah in whih they use a

form of loal linear regression and although they refer

to instane based lassi�ation methods for reduing

the amount of storage spae needed by the instane

based tehniques, they do not translate these teh-

niques for real-value predition tasks.

This idea of loal linear regression is to greater de-

tail explored in Atkeson et.al. (Atkeson et al., 1997),

but again, no e�ort is made to limit the growth of the

stored database. In follow-up work however (Shaal

et al., 2000), they do desribe a loally weighted learn-

ing algorithm that does not need to remember any data

expliitly. Instead, the algorithm builds \loally linear

models" whih are updated with eah new learning ex-

ample. Eah of these models is aompanied by a \re-

eptive �eld" whih represents the area in whih this

linear model an be used to make preditions. The al-

gorithm also determines when to reate a new reept-

ive �eld and the assoiated linear model. Although

we like this idea, building loal linear models in our

setting (where data an not be represented as a �nite

length vetor) does not seem feasible.

An example where instane based regression is used

in Q-learning is in the work of Smart and Kael-

bling (Smart & Kaelbling, 2000) where they use lo-

ally weighted regression as a Q-funtion generalization

tehnique for learning to ontrol a real robot moving

through a orridor. In this work, the authors do not

look toward limiting the size of the example-set that is
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Figure 1. Notation example for state and ation in the

bloks world.

stored in memory. They fous on making safe predi-

tions and aomplish this by onstruting a onvex hull

around their data. Before making a predition, they

hek whether the new example is inside this onvex

hull. The alulation of the onvex hull again relies on

the fat that the data an be represented as a vetor,

whih is not the ase in our setting.

Another instane of Q-learning with the use of instane

based learning is given by Forbes and Andre (Forbes

& Andre, 2002) where Q-learning is used in the on-

text of automated driving. In this work the authors

do address the problem of large example-sets. They

use two parameters that limit the inow of examples

into the database. First, a limit is plaed on the dens-

ity of stored examples. They overome the neessity

of forgetting old data in the Q-learning setting by up-

dating the Q-value of stored examples aording to the

Q-value of similar new examples. Seondly, a limit is

given on how aurately Q-values have to be predited.

If the Q-value of a new example is predited within a

given boundary, the new example is not stored. When

the number of examples in the database reahes a spe-

i�ed number, the example ontributing the least to

the orret predition of values is removed. We will

adopt and expand on these ideas in this paper.

3. Relational Reinforement Learning

Relational reinforement learning or RRL (D�zeroski

et al., 1998) is a learning tehnique that ombines Q-

learning with relational representations for the states,

ations and the resulting Q-funtion. The RRL-system

learns through exploration of the state-spae in a way

that is very similar to normal Q-learning algorithms.

It starts with running a normal episode but uses the

enountered states, hosen ations and the reeived

awards to generate a set of examples that an then be

used to build a Q-funtion generalization.

RRL di�ers from other generalizing Q-learning teh-

niques beause it uses datalog as a representation for

enountered states and hosen ations. See Figure 1

for an example of this notation in the bloks world.



To build the generalized Q-funtion, RRL applies a

�rst order logi inremental regression engine to the

onstruted example set. The resulting Q-funtion is

then used to generate further episodes and updated by

the new experienes that result from these episodes.

Regression algorithms for RRL need to ope with the

Q-learning setting. Generalizing over examples to pre-

dit a real (and ontinuous) value is already muh

harder then doing regular lassi�ation, but the prop-

erties of Q-learning present the generalization engine

with its own diÆulties. For example, the regression

algorithm needs to be inremental to deal with the

almost ontinuous inow of new (and probably more

orret) examples that are presented to the general-

ization engine. Also, the algorithm needs to be able

to do \moving target regression", i.e. deal with learn-

ing a funtion through examples whih, at least in the

beginning of learning, have a high probability of sup-

plying the wrong funtion-value.

The relational setting we work in imposes its own on-

straints on the available instane based tehniques.

First of all, the time needed for the alulation of

a true �rst-order distane between examples is not

neglet-able. This, together with the larger memory

requirements of datalog ompared to less expressive

data formats, fore us to limit the number of examples

that are stored in memory.

Also, a lot of existing instane based methods, espe-

ially for regression, rely on the fat that the examples

are represented as a vetor of numerial values, i.e.

that the problem spae an be represented as a vetor

spae. Sine we do not want to limit the appliability

of our methods to that kind of problems, we will not be

able to rely on tehniques suh as loal linear models,

instane averaging or onvex hull building. Our use of

datalog or herbrand interpretations to represent the

state-spae and ations allows us | in theory | to

deal with worlds with in�nite dimensions. In pratie,

it allows us to exploit relational properties of states

and ations when desribing both the Q-funtion and

the related poliies at the ost of having little more

than a (relational) distane for alulation purposes.

4. Relational Instane Based Regression

In this setion we will desribe a number of di�er-

ent tehniques whih an be used with relational in-

stane based regression to limit the number of ex-

amples stored in memory. As stated before, none of

these tehniques will require the use of vetor repres-

entations. Some of these tehniques are designed spe-

i�ally to work well with Q-learning.

We will use -nearest-neighbor predition as a regres-

sion tehnique, i.e. the predited Q-value q̂

i

will be

alulated as follows:

q̂

i

=

P

j

q

j

dist

ij

P

j

1

dist

ij

(1)

where dist

ij

is the distane between example i and

example j and the sum is alulated over all examples

stored in memory. To prevent division by 0, a small

amount Æ an be added to this distane.

4.1. Limiting the inow

In IB2 (Aha et al., 1991) the inow of new examples

into the database is limited by only storing examples

that are lassi�ed wrong by the examples already

stored in the database. However, when prediting a

ontinuous value, one an not expet to predit a value

orretly very often. A ertain margin for error in the

predited value will have to be tolerated. Comparable

tehniques used in regression ontext (Forbes & Andre,

2002) allow an absolute error when making preditions

as well as limit the density of the examples stored in

the database.

We try to translate the idea of IB2 towards regres-

sion in a more adaptive manor. Instead of adopting

an absolute error-margin we propose to use an error-

margin whih is proportional to the standard deviation

of the values of the examples losest to the new ex-

ample. This will make the regression engine more ro-

bust against large variations in the values that need to

be predited. So, examples will be stored if

jq � q̂j > �

loal

� F

l

(2)

with q the real Q-value of the new example, q̂ the pre-

dition of the Q-value by the stored examples, �

loal

the standard deviation of the Q-value of a represent-

ative set of the losest examples (we will use the 30

losest examples) and F

l

a suitable parameter.

We also like the idea of limiting the number of ex-

amples whih oupy the same region of the example

spae, but dislike the rigidity that a global maximum

density imposes. Equation 2 will limit the number of

examples stored in a ertain area. However, when try-

ing to approximate a funtion suh as the one shown

in Figure 2, it seems natural to store more examples

of region A than region B in the database. Unfortu-

nately, region A will yield a large �

loal

in Equation

2 and will not ause the algorithm to store as many

examples as we would like.

We will therefore adopt an extra strategy that stores

examples in the database until the loal standard-

deviation (i.e. of the 30 losest examples) is only a



A B

Figure 2. To predit the shown funtion orretly, an in-

stane based learner should store more examples form area

A than area B.

fration of the standard deviation of the entire data-

base, i.e. an example will be stored if

�

loal

>

�

global

F

g

(3)

with �

loal

the standard deviation of the Q-value of

the 30 losest examples, �

global

the standard deviation

of the Q-value of all stored examples and F

g

a suitable

parameter.

This will result in more stored examples in areas with

large variane of the funtion value and less in areas

with small variane. An example will be stored by the

RRL-system if it meats one of the two riteria.

Both Equation 2 and Equation 3 an be tuned by vary-

ing the parameters F

l

and F

g

.

4.2. Throwing away stored examples

The tehniques desribed in the previous setion might

not be enough to limit the growth of the database suf-

�iently. When memory limitations are reahed, or

when alulation times grow too large, one might have

to plae a hard limit on the number of examples that

an be stored. The algorithm then has to deide whih

examples it an remove from the database.

IB3 uses a lassi�ation reord for eah stored example

and removes the examples that perform worse than

others. In IB3, this removal of examples is added to

allow the instane based learner to deal with noise in

the training data. Beause Q-learning has to deal with

moving target regression and therefore inevitably with

noisy data, we will probably bene�t from a similar

strategy in our regression tehniques. However, be-

ause we are dealing with ontinuous values, keeping a

lassi�ation reord whih lists the number of orret

and inorret lassi�ations is not feasible.

We suggest two separate sores that an be alulated

for eah example that will indiate whih example we

will remove from the database.

4.2.1. Error Contribution

Sine we are in fat trying to minimize the predi-

tion error, we an alulate for eah example what the

umulative predition error is with and without the

example. The resulting sore for example i looks as

follows:

Sore

i

= (q

i

�q̂

i

)

2

+

1

N

X

j

[(q

j

�q̂

�i

j

)

2

�(q

j

�q̂

j

)

2

℄ (4)

with N the number of examples in the database, q̂

j

the

predition of the Q-value of example j by the database

and q̂

�i

j

the predition of the Q-value of example j by

the database without example i. The lowest soring

example is the example that should be removed.

4.2.2. Error Proximity

A more simple sore to alulate is based on the prox-

imity of examples in the database that are predited

with large errors. Sine the inuene of stored ex-

amples is inversely proportional to the distane, it

makes sense to presume that examples whih are lose

to the examples with large predition errors are also

ausing these errors. The sore for example i an be

alulated as:

Sore

i

=

X

j

jq

j

� q̂

j

j

dist

ij

(5)

where q̂

j

is the predition of the Q-value of example

j by the database and dist

ij

the distane between ex-

ample i and example j. In this ase, the example with

the highest sore is the one that should be removed.

Another soring funtion is used by (Forbes & Andre,

2002). In this work, the authors also suggest not just

throwing out examples, but use instane-averaging in-

stead. This is not possible using datalog representa-

tions and therefore is not used in our system.

4.3. Q-learning spei� strategies: Maximum

Variane

The major problem we enounter while using instane

based learning for regression is that it is impossible to

distinguish high funtion variation from atual noise.

It seems impossible to do this without prior knowledge

about the behavior of the funtion that we are trying

to approximate. If one ould pose a limit on the vari-

ation of the funtion to be learned, this limit might

allow us to distinguish at least part of the noise from

funtion variation. For example in Q-learning, one

ould know that

jq

i

� q

j

j

dist

ij

< M (6)



or one ould have some other bound that limits the dif-

ferene in Q-value in funtion of the distane between

the examples.

Sine we are using our instane based regression al-

gorithm in a Q-learning setting, we an try to exploit

some properties of this setting to our advantage. In

a deterministi appliation and with the orret ini-

tialization of the Q-values (i.e. to values that are un-

derestimations of the orret Q-value), the Q-values

of tabled Q-learning follow a monotonially inreasing

path during alulation. This means that the values in

the Q-table will always be an underestimation of the

real Q-values.

When Q-learning is performed with the help of a gen-

eralization tehnique, this behavior will normally dis-

appear. The Q-value of a new example is normally

given by

Q(s; a) = R+max

a

0

^

Q(s

0

; a

0

) (7)

where s

0

is the state that is reahed from performing

ation a in state s and

^

Q(s

0

; a

0

) is the estimation of the

Q-value of the state-ation pair (s

0

; a

0

). This estima-

tion however, when done by Equation 1 might not be

an underestimation.

By using the following formula for Q-value predition

q̂

i

=

P

j

(q

j

�(M �dist

ij

))

dist

ij

P

j

1

dist

ij

(8)

whereM is the same onstant as theM in Equation 6.

we ensure a generalization whih is an underestimate.

With all the Q-value preditions being underestima-

tions, we an use Equation 6 to eliminate examples

from our database. Figure 3 shows the forbidden re-

gions that result from the ombination of the domain

knowledge represented by the maximum derivative and

the Q-learning property of having underestimations of

the values to be predited. We use these forbidden

regions to eliminate examples from our database. In

the example of Figure 3 this would mean that we an

remove examples b and f . Example d will stay in the

database.

The appliability of this approah is not limited to

deterministi environments only. Sine the algorithm

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

Forbidden Territory

Figure 3. Using Maximum Variane to selet Examples.

will alulate the highest possible Q-value for eah ex-

ample it an also be used in stohasti environments

where ations have a hane of failing. If aidental

results of ations are of lesser quality than the nor-

mal results, the algorithm will still �nd the optimal

strategy. If ations an have better than normal res-

ults, this approah an not be used.

5. Experiments

In this setion we desribe the tests we ran to om-

pare the database management approahes and also

ompare instane-based RRL to tree-indution-based

RRL in a bloks world learning task.

5.1. A simple task

To test the di�erent database management ap-

proahes we suggested, we devised a very simple (non-

relational) Q-learning task. We let an agent walk

through the orridor shown in Figure 4. The agents

starts on one end of the orridor and reeives a reward

of 1:0 when he reahes the other end. The distane

between two state-ation-pairs that was used, is re-

lated to the number of steps it takes to get from one

state to the other, slightly inreased if the hosen a-

tions di�er.

St
ar

t

G
oa

l

Figure 4. The orridor appliation.

The Q-funtion related to this problem is a very

simple, monotonially inreasing funtion, so that it

only takes two (well hosen) examples for the Q-learner

to learn the optimal poliy. This being the ase,

we hose to ompare the average predition-error on

all state-ation-pairs for the di�erent suggested ap-

proahes.

5.1.1. Inflow Behavior

To test the two inow-�lters of setion 4.1 we ran sev-

eral experiments varying the F

l

and F

g

values separ-

ately. Figure 5 shows the average predition errors

over 50 test trials. Figure 6 shows the orresponding

database sizes.

The inuene of F

g

is exatly what one would expet.

A larger value for F

g

fores the algorithm to store more

examples but lowers the average predition error. It

is worth notiing that in this appliation the inuene

on the size of the database and therefore on the alu-

lation time is quite large with respet to the relatively
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small e�et this has on the predition errors.

The inuene of F

l

is not so preditable. First of

all, the inuene of this parameter on the size of the

database seems limited to say the least. Seond, one

would expet that an inrease of the value of F

l

would

ause an inrease in the predition error as well. Al-

though the di�erenes we measured were not signi�-

ant enough to make any laims, this does not seem to

be the ase.

5.1.2. Adding an upper limit

We now test the two soring funtions from setion

4.2 by adding an upper limit to the database size that

RRL is allowed to use. We set the two parameters F

l

and F

g

to 5:0 | values that gave both average pre-

dition errors and average database size | and varied

the number of examples that RRL ould store to make

preditions.

Figure 7 shows the average predition-error as a fun-

tion of the number of learning episodes when using

the error-ontribution-sore (e-sore) of Equation 4

for di�erent maximum database sizes. The 'no limit'

urve in the graph shows the predition error when no

examples are removed.

In Figure 8 we show the average predition-error when

managing the database size with the error-proximity-

sore (ep-sore) of Equation 5. Although di�erenes

with the e-sore are small, ep-sore management per-
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forms at least as well and is easier to alulate.

5.1.3. The effets of Maximum Variane

Figure 9 shows the predition-error when the max-

imum variane (or mv) strategy is used to manage

the database. The predition errors are a lot larger

than with the other strategies, but RRL is still able

to �nd the optimal strategy. The advantage of the

mv-strategy lies in the number of examples stored in

the database. With this partiular appliation, only

20 examples are stored, one for eah possible Q-value.

5.2. The Bloks World

To ompare the new instane-based RRL with tree-

indution-based RRL (RRL-Tg) we ran experiments

in the bloks world with a variable number of bloks.
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RRL-Tg (Driessens et al., 2001) uses an inremental

�rst-order regression tree algorithm as the Q-funtion

approximation tehnique. We ompared its perform-

ane to the algorithm that uses the error-proximity-

sore to remove examples and to the approah that

uses the maximum variane to limit the examples

stored in the database.

To train RRL we let it experiment in worlds whih

ontain 3 to 5 bloks and allow it to ask for guidane

as desribed in earlier work (Driessens & D�zeroski,

2002a; Driessens & D�zeroski, 2002b) in a world with

10 bloks. This guidane is provided in 10% of the

training-episodes.

We test RRL on three di�erent goals in the bloks

world: staking, unstaking and putting one spei�

blok on top of another. In the stak-goal RRL reeives

a reward of 1.0 if it puts all the bloks in one stak

in the minimum number of steps and 0.0 otherwise.

In the unstak-goal, similar rewards are given when

RRL sueeds in putting all the bloks on the oor

in the minimum number of steps. The rewards for

the on(A,B)-goal also behave similarly, but the spei�

bloks to be staked an be hanged in eah learning

episode.

To be able to use instane-based learning in the bloks

world we need a distane de�ned on our representation

of the bloks world. (See Figure 1). We de�ne our

distane as follows:

1. Try to rename the bloks so that blok-names that

appear in the ation (and possibly in the goal)

math between the two state-ation pairs. If this

is not possible, add a penalty to your distane for

eah mismath. Rename eah blok that does not

appear in the goal or the ation to the same name.

2. To alulate the distane between the two states,

regard eah state (with renamed bloks) as a set

of staks and alulate the distane between these

two sets using the mathing-distane between sets

based on the distane between the staks of bloks

(Ramon & Bruynooghe, 2001).

3. To ompute the distane between two staks of

bloks, transform eah stak into a string by read-

ing the names of the bloks from the top of the

stak to the bottom, and ompute the edit dis-

tane (Wagner & Fisher, 1974) between the res-

ulting strings.

While this proedure de�nes a generi distane, it will

adopt itself to deal with di�erent goals as well as dif-

ferent numbers of bloks in the world. The renaming
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for the stak-goal in the bloks world.

step (Step 1) even allows instane-based RRL to train

on similar goals whih refer to di�erent spei� bloks.

This is omparable to RRL-Tg whih uses variables to

represent bloks whih appear in the ation and goal

desription. Bloks whih do not appear in the ation

or goal desription are all regarded as generi bloks,

i.e. without paying attention to the spei� identity

of these bloks.

In the graphs we will refer to the algorithm that

uses the error-proximity-sore as RIB-EP and to the

approah that uses the maximum variane as RIB-

MV. Figure 10 shows the results for the stak-goal.

We allowed the error-proximity approah to store 500

examples, a number it reahes after approximately

300 episodes. The graph shows that both instane-

based poliies outperform RRL-Tg. It also shows that

the learning progression is smoother than for RRL-

Tg. RRL-Tg relies on �nding the orret split for

eah node in the regression tree. When this node is

found, this results in large improvements in the learned

poliy. Instane-based RRL does not rely on suh key-

deisions and therefore an be expeted to be more

robust than RRL-Tg.

Figure 11 and 12 show the results for the unstak-goal

and on(A,B)-goal respetively. It should be noted that

for both tasks, the error-proximity based algorithm

did not reah the 3000 examples we allowed it to

store in its database and therefore did not remove

any examples. Both graphs show that instane-based

RRL learly outperforms RRL-Tg. RRL with instane

based preditions is able to learn almost perfet beha-

vior in worlds whih are related to its training envir-

onment. RRL-Tg never sueeded in this without the

use of expliit poliy learning (P-learning) (D�zeroski

et al., 1998; Driessens et al., 2001).

6. Conlusions

In this work, we introdued relational instane based

regression, a new regression tehnique that an be used
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when instanes an not be represented as vetors. We

integrated this regression tehnique into relational re-

inforement learning and thereby added the robustness

of instane based generalizations to RRL.

Several database management approahes were de-

veloped to limit the memory requirements and ompu-

tation times by limiting the number of examples that

need to be stored in the database. We showed and

ompared the behavior of these di�erent approahes

in a simple example appliation and ompared the

behavior of instane-based RRL with another RRL-

algorithm (RRL-Tg) whih uses a regression tree for

Q-funtion generalization. Empirial results learly

show that instane-based RRL outperforms RRL-Tg.
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